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Leading the REBOUND

3 ways to focus on the 
REBOUND

• Recovering Learning 
Through CURRICULUM

• Recovering Learning 
Through INSTRUCTION

• Recovering Learning 
Through ASSESSMENT



4 Points for 
Recovering 
Learning through 
CURRICULUM

• Teacher Expectations

• Clarity of Learning

• Priority Learning Content

• Designing Challenging 
Tasks



Teacher Expectations
• If we believe there is widespread learning loss

• Then we talk about the learning loss and focus on 
looking for gaps

• In order to close the gaps, we have to focus on 
remediation

• We discover there is a large gap so we can’t expect as 
much this year

• Our thinking becomes focused on deficits 

• The language of learning loss becomes our narrative 

• Our narrative becomes our reality

“We do not believe that teachers intentionally lower their 
expectations, but rather that the narrative about learning 
loss leads to it.” (Fisher, Frey 2021)



What if instead we…

• Recognize the impact of COVID

• Focus efforts on acceleration and recovery of learning

• We talk about learning LEAPS instead of loss

• We focus on student learning by identifying critical content

• We raise our expectations for students rather than lower them

• We shift our thinking toward the impact of our teaching 

Teacher Expectations = 0.43 Effect Size

The RESULT…

“Teachers who have high expectations believe that the students they teach 
will make accelerated growth, not simply “normal” progress. 
(Rubie-Davies, 2014, Fisher & Frey 2021)





Clarity of 
Learning

• “Analyzing standards and 
developing an understanding of 
concepts and skills embedded 
within those standards is an 
important part of teaching. It’s 
the key to translating the official 
curriculum of state into classroom 
practice. This is where the 
curriculum really comes to bear 
on addressing learning recovery.” 
(Fisher, Frey 2021)



So where do we start?





Priority Learning 
Content

• “For the time being, identify nonnegotiable 
curriculum that all students need to learn and 
accelerate their learning on that.” (Fisher, Frey 2021)

• Endurance – lasting beyond one grade or course; 
concepts and skills needed in life

• Leverage – crossover application within the 
content area and to other content areas

• Rigor – demanding yet accessible curriculum 
focused on critical-thinking skills and content 
knowledge

• Readiness for the next level of learning –
prerequisite concepts and skills students need to 
enter new grade level or course of study

• External Exams – what students are most likely to 
encounter



Designing Challenging Tasks



Just Right…

• “If the task is too difficult or too 
complex, learning my grind to a 
halt. If it’s too easy then it’s ‘hands 
on/minds off.”

• Try:

• From closed to open

• From information to 
understanding

• From telling to asking

• From procedure to problem 
solving



5 Points for 
Recovering 
Learning through 
INSTRUCTION

• Quality-First Teaching

• Cognitive Apprenticeship

• Maximizing Instructional 
Minutes

• Grouping for Acceleration

• Deliberate Practice







“Students need systematic and purposeful experiences that move 
them from surface to deep, to transfer of learning.” (Fisher, Frey 2021)

Cognitive Apprenticeship

Modeling
Teacher models/demonstrated desired knowledge & skills; 
necessary for new learners or new learning

• Coaching
Teacher observes learner’s performance & provides 
focused feedback

• Scaffolding
Instructor deploys various mechanisms for learners; 
moving from less explicit & less supportive as learner 
gains competence and confidence

• Articulation
Teacher encourages a student to talk about what 
he/she is doing or knows about a task; occurs at 
many points in instructional sequence

• Reflection
Teacher encourages student to compare his/her 
response to a problem situation with that of an 
expert drawing attention to differences for 
development

Exploration
Teacher provides students with opportunities to explore new 
problems requiring alternative problem-solving strategies.



Maximizing Instructional 
Time

“If an elementary teacher 
spends 5 minutes 
explaining what will 
happen during the day, 10 
minutes explaining what 
students will do in their 
centers/workstations, and 
another 5 minutes for 
various tasks during 
math, science, and social 
studies, the results are 
about 45 minutes per day 
on instructions which 
equates to 22 days each 
school year.”



Increase Instruction time  with “Evergreen” Strategies
• Establish a routine and stay with it

• Select a few routines and to build your students habits

• Keep instructional tasks/routines simple and change the content as necessary

• Create anchor charts and other visual reminders for student routines



Grouping for Acceleration



What is practiced and how it 
is practiced matters. 

Deliberate Practice = 0.79 
Effect Size

• Requires initial acquisition level of 
at least 85 percent

• Requires learner’s attention

• Dedicated instructional time

• Takes place in the classroom

• Modeling problem solving 
processes

• Designing partially 
completed examples 

• Sequencing activities 
logically

• Spacing practice activities 
appropriately

• Monitoring student practice 
& providing guidance and 
feedback

There is a difference between 
practice and busy work. 





3 Points for 
Recovering 
Learning through 
Assessment

• Reassembling Learning

• Overcoming Assessment 
Bias

• Initial v Confirmative 
Assessments





Reassembling 
Learning

“Assessment can tell us what pieces 
we have and what’s missing. When 
you review the data that reflects 
your students’ current level of 
performance, refuse to accept that 
the data are fixed or that the data 
reflect personal characteristics of the 
student. Remember, we are all on a 
learning journey. There is no bad 
place to be. Our role is to ensure 
that students have every 
opportunity to experience 
greatness.” (Fisher, Frey 2021)



Assessment Bias
Types of Assessment Bias:

Confirmation Bias 

Confirms what we already know

Optimism Bias

Belief that there is no learning gap because 
everything is going just fine; kids are doing well 
means teacher is doing well too

Pessimism Bias

Chicken Little Effect – the sky if falling and we can’t 
do anything about it

Reliance on partial information

Not getting the whole story, making assumptions. 
For example; a student’s trauma is why he isn’t 
doing well in math

Illusion of knowledge

“Forget what the district is telling me, I’ve been 
teaching for years and I know what I’m doing.”

Status quo Bias

The feeling to simply go back to normal; pre-COVID



Apply Visible 
Learning 

techniques to 
reduce 

assessment 
bias

Be clear on success criteria from the BEGINNING of each 
unitBe

Involve students in directly monitoring their learning 
progressInvolve

Make cyclical feedback part of a high-trust environmentMake

Use a range of instruction & assessment approaches so 
students can demonstrate mastery in more than one wayUse

Know how to gauge your own impact by using initial and 
confirmative assessments in tandemKnow



“What if assessments were 
part of the instructional 
experience and not a 
separate event?”

Initial Assessments

• Identify student learning 
needs at the outset of new 
learning

Confirmative Assessments

• Gauges the teacher’s impact 
on learning by confirming 
what the students have 
learned after teaching has 
occurred

Flexible Assessment Tools:

• Universal Response

• Teaching Back

• Assessment through writing

• Co-constructing rubrics



Know your 
impact!




